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ISSUE 2

The Sales Call

SourceGear Fortress
A cross-platform

Application Lifecycle Management
solution for small and midsize teams

Version control

FREE for a single user
Competitively priced for teams

TOOLS FOR SMALL AND MIDSIZE TEAMS

Work Item Tracking

Full-featured integration with Visual Studio
and Eclipse
w w w. S o u r c e G e a r . c o m

SourceGear DiffMerge is a full-featured application for
comparing and merging files. SourceGear is pleased to
offer this “best of breed” application at no cost. DiffMerge
is available for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux.
Download it today at www.SourceGear.com

Welcome,
Mr. O’Neill.
We were
pleasantly
surprised that
you agreed to
meet with
us.

wow I’m guessing
Budget won’t
be an issue.

also B.E.
Corp stands
for Big Evil
Corporation.

this
is pretty
fancy.
I do have
to admit,
though, I’ve
never heard of
B.E. Corp.

This isn’t
a problem,
is it?

Can you
tell me a bit
about this tim
guy that I’m
supposed to
meet with?

TIM? You
mean T.E.M.?

Evil?
Mastermind?
What? No, no,
not at all.

The Evil
Mastermind?

we have
lots of other
masterminds
using vault and
fortress.
I’m sure
at least some of
them are a little
bit evil...

I guess...
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two hours Later, at an undisclosed
location somewhere 4 miles south
of scranton, pa.

Pardon me
for a minute. I
need to make a
quick call.

Back in Champaign, IL, SourceGear founder
Eric Sink Is working away while having yet
another cup of coffee when he gets the call.
Oh, yeah, yeah,
very nice...
good peanuts...
Hey, John,
flight OK?

no,no. They’re
not “sales
evil,” They’re
“Evil Evil!”

...Are you
aware that
these people
are EVIL?

Yeah, that
came up. But,
that’s why I
sent you.

If anyone
understands
evil, It’s a
sales guy.

yeah?
well, Maybe if you
upgrade them from
Source destruction
System ‘99, they’ll
cheer up a bit.

Besides,
They’re willing to
waive our normal
volume discounts, if
we allow them to pay
in diamonds.

Hey, look,
I gotta go.
I’m picking up
a hamster for
my daughter
tonight. I’m sure
you’ll be just
fine.

You’re
a sales
guy.

easy for
him to say...
I’ll bet the
hamster isn’t
EVIL...

Good
evening,
Mr. O’Neill.

follow
me.

When a minion
checks in a change,
he sends a coded
message to the
Central Deployment
Complex explaining
his purpose.

so, You’re
currently using
SDS ’99. How do you
keep track of which
code goes with
which bug fix?

they
take it
from
there.

Hmm.
In Fortress,
we tie the checkin
directly to the
assigned work item,
so no details are
missed.
My minions
are
forbidden
to miss
details.

So, you
expect them to
remember tens
or hundreds of
changed files at
a time?

Wait ‘til
you see the
cubicles.

No,
Mr. O’Neill, I
expect them
to...
... wait, yes.
That’s exactly
what I
expect.
wow.
This place
just goes on
forever.

wow!
look at all
the licens...
er, I mean
developers.

Excuse me
one moment.
I have a bit of
business to
attend to.

one of my
developers
has a lock on
a document I
need.
His
indentation
has proven
sub-par.

uh oh...
who bought it
this time?

I think
it was
1124.

crap!
He owed me
20 bucks.

You
know...
The
collaboration
features of

sourcegear
fortress
could help
with that
problem.

Problem?
what
problem?

Oh...
Er...

Hey! What’s
going on
over
there?

right
this way
number
738.

Oh,
that’s just
our progress
report
chamber.

Right...
You know...
If we have
questions
regarding why
certain code was
changed, or who
changed it...

Progress
report
chamber?

Why did you
make the
search casesensitive?
I didn’t
write that
code! I just
maintain
it!

...Would you
like to watch?
It can be quite
exhilarating.

Well,
who DID
write that
code?
I don’t
know!

So, Who
owns the
spec?

Who
requested
this
feature?

there a
spec?

I don’t
know!

I don’t
know!

there are
still a few
kinks to
work out...

IS

Actually,
our line history
feature takes
care of all of
that for you.

I don’t
know!
(sob)

really? That
would let me
turn that sector
into a Jazzercise
center...

come.
I want to
show you my
pride and
joy...

Hmm,
I don’t
think he
knows...

oh no! that sand
made my machine
reboot while I was
checking in!

only a weakling like you would try
to use sourcesafe on a wireless
network. Real men like me laugh at
your non-atomic transactions.

that big
bully.
I’ll show
him!

not until
you get a
real version
control
system.

I’ll bet you
corrupted
your
SourceSafe
database...

Officially
declared
“Not A
Legend!”

EricSink

darn it! I’m tired of corruption and
slow transfers. SourceGear says
that Vault can solve my problems and
has a familiar interface. I’ll try the
FREE demo!

Look at my powerful SQL backend!
now That bully will get what’s
coming to him!

WIN THIS
VALUABLE
TROPHY
Here’s something I owe you!
Courtesy of
sourcegear vault!

oh mac, I
feel as safe
with you as
your code is
with VAULT!

that vss
and he
import is
was able
to keep wonderful.
just like
his old
him!
data.

Let Me PROVE I Can Make

YOU A NEW PROGRAMMER!

WTF?!?
Figure out who checked in that
busted code in seconds with
SOURCEGEAR FORTRESS!

$499+S/H
THESE CARTOONS ARE IMAGINATIVE AND DO NOT REPRESENT ALL ACTUAL DEVELOPERS.
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The

destructificator!

Oh, my.
what
does it
do?

Wait...
Never
mind.
I don’t
want to
know.

So, tell me
mr. o’neill. How
many of my minions
can use a single
license if they share
the same genetic
code?

You know, I
think I’ll have
to check the
knowledge base
on that.

ok,
I know how
well Fortress
integrates with
eclipse and
Visual studio ...
...but, does

SourceGear

have any plans
to integrate with
Doomsday Design
Studio 2.9.4?

I’m really
not all that
familiar with
the whole EVIL
industry...
...Can
you tell me
approximately
how many
companies
use that
I.D.E.?

After 2 pm
tomorrow...

just
one.

OK,
Mr. O’neill.
Let’s talk in
here.

...there
are
conditions.

Here’s the
deal...
...I like
the name
“Fortress.”

So, we will
probably
buy. But...

SSL
encryption is
essential!

I want
5,000
t-shirts!*

I refuse
to pay for
support!

I demand ant
AND Nant
integration!

There must
be atomic
checkins!
The entire
install must be
completed in
MINUTES...

branching
and merging
have to just
work!

...or you
will hear
from me

personally!

oh, And
I want the
letter “M”
stricken from
the English
language.

* Fortress does not
actually ship with t-shirts.
-Eric

“M”...
stricken...
got it.
I don’t see any
roadblocks
here.
just let
me run some
numbers.

Do not
disappoint me
Mr. Oneill.

oh, boy...

Back at SourceGear, the ramifications of
John’s sale are felt in every facet of the
company...

5,000
T-Shirts?!?
Where’s O’Neill?
I’m gonna kill
him!

Operations...

24,157
individually
packaged,
individually shipped
CDs?
Is he
kidding?!?

Product Planning...

You see...
The thing is,
the OBLITERATE
command doesn’t
do exactly what
you think
it does.

I see.
I guess we’ll
just have to take
out Wichita the

OLD FASHIONED
WAY.

Tech Support...

So, I think the
connectivity trouble
with your under-sea
lair may be due
to the 28K
modems.

Development.

Um... Jeremy,
It takes more than
the mask to be
Intimidating...

I demand
that you create
an alternate
Fortress build
omitting all
instances of the
letter “M”!

...what do

And Eric has problems
of his own...

you mean, “The
hamster burned
down the
garage?”

Saw your ads in a couple of magazines -and I noticed they didn’t really explain what
Fortress is. That doesn’t seem like a great
idea. Why don’t you get serious?
-- P.W., Minneapolis, MN
Why don’t YOU get serious? Huh? Ever
think about that? Who’s serious now, Mister
Letter Writer Guy?
_________

Eric Sink
I Want To Hear What You Have To Say...
I’ve seen your magazine ads, read the
comic book, got the T-shirt -- but I gotta
ask, why spend all this time and money
on ads that have nothing to do with your
product?
-- T.S., Palmer, AK
That’s a question we’ve heard more than
once, and one we’ve asked ourselves as
we’ve been doing the ads and the comics.
The first part of the answer is that, in this
issue, we’ve tried to stay a little more
“on-message” and actually allude to
product features. But keeping things fun
comes first, which leads to the second
part of the answer -- the point is to get
you interested, have a little fun along the
way, and start some conversations. Like
this one. Seriously, when was the last time
an ad caused you to get in touch with the
company behind it?
_________
Hey, love the comics, looking forward
to the next installment. I do have one
question, though -- aren’t you afraid
people will be confused as to what
SourceGear actually does? I mean, the
comics don’t really go into Vault or Fortress
in any kind of detail.
-- R.F., Fort Lee, NJ
This has come up a few times in the past.
What does a lizard have to do with auto
insurance? You saw the ads, you came and
found us -- and there’s plenty of product
information on our site (not to mention
the white papers at the back of the comic
books). Plus, I think it’s unlikely that anyone
thinks we’re making death rays.
_________
T.E.M. is an awesome mascot -- but I
wonder if it’s really helping you to do all
these ads that aren’t about Fortress or
Vault. What if people read them and think
you make comics? Or death rays?
-- J.S., New York, NY
We assume that the readers of your better
software development periodicals, and
attendees at the fine trade shows where we
exhibit, are perfectly capable of recognizing

the difference between SourceGear and
BigEvil.biz. Hint: one exists. Also, I don’t
think T.E.M. would appreciate being called
a “mascot”. And unlike SourceGear, he
DOES have a death ray. Just something to
keep in mind.
_________
I went to your site, and couldn’t find
out where to buy any Evil Mastermind
merchandise. The guitar looked really cool,
and I’d like some T-Shirts. But all I see is
software. What’s up with that?
-- B.P., Seattle, WA
Huh. Umm... the goofy fun stuff? The
shirts, guitars, comics? All free. We’re just
that nice. Have a software team in need
of help? Want to track, manage, build
your code with less stress and greater
confidence? That’s where we accept all
major credit cards.
_________
I have to say you’re really missing an
opportunity to get serious, bullet-pointed,
feature-matrixed product information
out there. Come on, it’s advertising 101
-- Describe Your Product.
-- K.W., Westlake, OH
• Every one else does it
• Comics are more fun
• Comics are easier to notice in a
magazine (you noticed, after all)
• Sorry, there’s no fourth bullet, I’m just
having fun. Please move on.
_________
So I was wondering -- how come your
comics are never really about your
software?
-- N.C., Wilmington, DE
We’re mean. Mean, mean, cruel software
people. Out to confuse and perplex. And
frankly, we’re selfish. We want to keep our
awesome software to ourselves.
_________

Have you ever thought of doing ads that
are more, I don’t know, normal? How come
the comics have nothing to do with the
products?
-- J.O., Chicago, IL
Your call is very important to us. Please stay
on the line, and your call will be answered
in the order in which it was received.
_________
Comics? Who’s gonna take you seriously
with the evil guys and the T-shirts and all?
Why not talk about what you’re selling?
For reals?
-- A.J., Frederick, ME
Really? You want it more dry? More staid?
More text-y? Fine. We’ll show you. We’ll
show you all...
_________
Has anyone pointed out that your ads don’t
really make it clear what you do?
-- D.W., Hollywood, FL
Sorry for that last response. I’m not
sleeping well. Splinters. If I have to explain
this again, I’m just gonna start banging my
head on the keyboard.
_________
Why is it that your comics aren’t really
about your software?
-- M.B., Gainesville, GA
akjkjlerflksdv---ls#$#$)%~sSL~KLAD’KDF’/
aageee
_________
You know what you guys should think
about? Ads that are kind of about Fortress
or Vault. ‘Cause your current ads aren’t.
Has anyone mentioned that?
-- S.G., Carlsbad, CA
Next issue: 16 pages of people typing.
It will be fantastic.
E.

The Version Control Tool
For Small and Midsize Teams

Reliability
Vault was designed with reliability as its top priority. Your source code is a critical asset. Under the hood,
Vault stores all repository data in SQL Server.

Remote access
Vault was built to work over any Internet connection. The communication between client and server uses
compression and deltas for performance as well as SSL for security.

Visual Studio integration
Vault has supported integration with Visual Studio since its 1.0 release. With Vault 4.0, this feature is
greatly improved.

Eclipse integration
Our Eclipse plugin allows access to a Vault repository from within Eclipse 3.2 or any IDE based on same.

Cross-platform
With the Eclipse plugin and command-line client, Vault supports most platforms where Java is supported,
including Linux, Solaris and Mac OS X.

Seamless transition
Vault was designed to be a painless transition for SourceSafe users. The user interface is familiar and
friendly. Vault can import all your SourceSafe data, including history. All major features of SourceSafe are
present, including Share and Pin.

Atomic checkin transactions
When you checkin a set of changes together, the entire change set will either succeed or fail as a unit.
You never get a change set which is half committed to the repository, so your repository never ends up in
a half-baked state.

Affordability
At $249 per user, we have priced Vault at a level where it makes good financial sense for most any
company doing software development. As we have continued to improve the scalability and performance
of our product, an increasing number of enterprise customers have come to appreciate the simplicity and
value of Vault as well.

Excellent customer support
SourceGear is ten years old, stable and
profitable, but our company is still small
enough to deliver outstanding service.
We take pleasure in doing whatever it
takes to help our customers be successful with
our products.

Popular
Vault is being used at over 10,000 companies,
large and small, all over the world.

The ALM Solution
For Small and Midsize Teams

Version control
The version control features of Fortress are built on the technology from SourceGear Vault, a product
which has been shipping since 2003 and is used by over 10,000 organizations around the world.

Work item tracking
Fortress work item tracking features are seamlessly integrated with version control.

Remote access
Fortress was built to work over any Internet connection. The communication between client and server
uses compression and deltas for performance as well as SSL for security.

Visual Studio and Eclipse integration
Fortress provides excellent integration into Visual Studio 2005 and Eclipse 3.2. Developers can enjoy the
benefits of version control and bug-tracking conveniently located in the IDE where they do the rest of
their work.

Cross-platform
With the Eclipse plugin and command-line client, Fortress supports most platforms where Java is
supported, including Linux, Solaris and Mac OS X.

Builds
Fortress supports excellent integration with NAnt and CruiseControl.NET.

Affordability
We believe that large enterprise companies are not the only ones who can benefit from a seamlessly
integrated ALM solution. At $499 per user, we have priced Fortress where it makes good financial sense
for companies both large and small.

Excellent customer support
SourceGear is ten years old,
stable and profitable, but our
company is still small enough
to deliver outstanding service.
We take pleasure in doing
whatever it takes to help
our customers be successful
with our products.

TM

TOOLS FOR SMALL AND MIDSIZE TEAMS

SourceGear offers cross-platform development tools for small and
midsize teams. Vault, our popular version control system, is a compelling
replacement for SourceSafe – bringing you painless branching,
atomic commits, excellent remote performance, and full VSS imports.
SourceGear Fortress combines the source-control power of Vault with
integrated issue tracking and continuous integration support. Both
tools offer Visual Studio and cross-platform Eclipse IDE integration,
so your whole team gets the same first-class toolkit. Both Vault and
Fortress are FREE for single users, and competitively priced for teams.

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD

WORLD DOMINATION
www.SourceGear.com
115 North Neil Street, Suite 408, Champaign, IL 61820 USA
1.217.356.0105

